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That fluorocarbon organometallics’ and Group IV metal-transition metal com- 
pounds* exhibit considerably enhanced thermal stability over their alkyl and aryl analogs 
suggested to us that fluoro-silicon, -germanium and -tin organotransition metal molecules 
might possess a variety of interesting properties3 _ At present, only a few trifluorosilyl 

compounds have heen characterized4’6 and these were synthesized by difficult and 
inefficient methods. No effective synthetic route of any generality has been developed. We 
wish to communicate such a route for the convenient synthesis of a number of fluoro- 
Group IV metal-transition metal molecules and also to report the surprising observation 
that silver tetrafluoroborate can be a highly effective fluorinating agent in both coorclinatin 
(e-g acetone, tetrahydrofuran) and noncoordinating (e.g. benzene) solvents. The latter 
result is of significance in its own right since the tetrafluoroborate anion enjoys widespread 
use in organometallic chemistry as what is generaBy regarded to be an “innocent” counteric 

The reaction of readily accessible’ chloro-Group IV metal-organotransition 
metal compounds with stoichiometric quantities of silver tetrafluoroborate dissolved in 
aromatic or coordinating solvents results in rapid, quantitative precipitation of silver 
chloride. The mixture can then be filtered and in most cases, the corresponding fluoro 
compound can be easily isolated from the filtrate in high yield by unexceptional 
techniques. Tin compounds sometimes yield stable, covalent tetrafluoroborates which 
cannot always be converted to the fluorides; a similar situation exists for (CHs)2SnClz ‘, 
and we will report more detailed results at a later date. The generalized reaction is: 

L,M-M’ClnR3_, + nAgBF4 --, L,rM-M’F,Rs_,r +nAgCl + nBF, 

(M = transition metal, M’ = Si, Ge, Sn) 

As an example, (C5Hs)Mo(C0)sGeC13 reacts with three equivalents of AgBF4 
in acetone (15 min) to give pale yellow crystals of (CsHs)Mo(CO)sGeFa in 80% yield 
after recrystallization from acetone/hexane and sublimation. Table 1 presents examples 
of fluorinated compounds which can be synthesized in similarly high yields. It can also 
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TABLE 1 

INFRARED SPECTRA IN THE C-O STRETCHING REGION FOR CORRESPONDING PAIRS 
OF FLUORO- AND CHLORO-GROUP IV METAL-TRANSITION METAL COMPOUNDS = 

Compound X=F x=Cl 

(CsHs)Mo(CO)sGeX3 b 

(CSH,~MO(C~)~G~(C~~~),X b 
2052s,1987vs,1976vs 2047s,1985vs,1975vs 
2019s,1958s,1929s 2016s,1960s,1933s 

@C)sMnCe(C6Hs),X 2112s,2052m,2027vs,202Ovs 2105s,2045m,2023vs,201 lvs 
(CsHs)Fe(C0)2SiX3 b 

KO4CoWC&)9 
b 

2033s.1990~~ 2034sJ995vs 

(oc)4coGex3 b 
2102s,2044s,2024vs,2012vs 2109s,2051s,2031vs,2019vs 
2119s.2059m(sh),205lvs 2116s,2062s,2044vs 

(oc)4cosix3 = 2128s,2073s,2049vs 2125s,2071s,2049vs 

a In cm-‘; m = medium; v = very; s = strong; (sh) = shoulder. b This work. Spectra were recorded on a 
Beckman IR9 spectrophotometer in dilute cyclohexane or benzene solutions. Corresponding pairs of 
compounds were recorded in the same solvent, and frequencies are considered accurate to 5.2 cm-l_ 
AU new compounds have satisfactory analytical data. c Gas phase spectra from reference 6. 

be seen from comparison of C-O stretching frequencies that chloro and fluoro substituents 
have nearly identical electronic effects on the transition metal. Initial qualitative experiments 
indicate that fluorine substitution does not markedly alter the thermal stability of most of 
the complexes. 

An intriguing possibility is that the reactions under discussion involve what are 
formally cationic transition metal complexes of “siIylenes”8, “germylenes”8 and“stannylenes”8 (1). 

BF,’ (M = transition metal, M’ = Si, Ge, Sn) 

Mechanistic studies are in progress to resolve this question; the results presented here 
imply that species such as (I) will probably not be isolable. In contrast, analogous 
carbene complexes have been isolated9 and are stable with respect to fluorination. 
An approximate thermodynamic cycle indicates that the stability of the M-M’-F 
functionality is the major driving force for fluorination_ Hence, the coordinated 
divalent Group IV species is expected to be a strong Lewis acid (especially with 
respect to hard bases such as fluoride). We have observed similar fluorination reactions 
vriith silver hexafluorophosphate, and the full scope of this reaction and related ones 
is under investigation. 
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